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The far-off-resonance performance of several line-narrowing se- robust against various pulse imperfections, multiple-pulse
quences is investigated. Both theoretically and experimentally, it sequences are usually considered to require carefully ad-
is found that transverse relaxation times, dominated by dipole– justed spectrometers.
dipole interactions, are most effectively prolonged not only on- Recently it has been shown that the MREV sequence can
resonance but also for certain, generally large, resonance offsets. also be used in strongly inhomogeneous magnetic fields to
These correspond to a situation when, during the basic pulse sepa-

yield an up to 20-fold prolongation of the effective T2 (9).ration, the frequency offset rotates the toggling-frame Hamiltonian
This observation, which then allowed diffusion studies to beby multiples of 1807. The implications of these results for the study
carried out well in the solid state, is quite remarkable, if oneof macroscopic translational diffusion using static-field-gradient
recalls that the Larmor frequency variation across the excitedNMR are discussed. q 1997 Academic Press

sample volume is on the order of 1 MHz. Thus, if one
attempts to optimize the pulse sequence for one particular
slice within the sample, one inevitably must accept nonidealINTRODUCTION
conditions for the rest of the specimen.

The off-resonance performance of multiple-pulse se-Since the discovery of the Hahn echo, NMR in inhomoge-
quences has been studied previously only for relatively smallneous fields has been used to study translational motion in
resonance offsets Dv. It has been found that Dv/2p on theliquids. Slow molecular transport, as manifested in the mass
order of a few kilohertz can lead to an additional (usuallydiffusion in solids, is also accessible via NMR relaxation
slight) increase of the spectral resolution (10). In the frame-techniques (1), if additional information, e.g., on micro-
work of an average Hamiltonian treatment, this phenomenonscopic jump lengths, is available. In the case of incommensu-
is understood to be an effect of second averaging of thoserably ordered crystals, information about the modulation
parts of the dipolar interaction which are nonsecular in thewave vectors is used to deduce diffusion coefficients (2).
frame rotating with the effective off-resonance frequencyFor the determination of very small macroscopic diffusion
(11). It has even been demonstrated a long time ago that, withcoefficients, large external magnetic-field gradients are re-
a suitably chosen offset frequency, an effective Hamiltonianquired (3, 4). Using two vastly different approaches, viz. an
equivalent to that of the conventional (four-phase) WA-anti-Helmholtz arrangement of superconducting solenoids
HUHA cycle can be produced on spectrometers which can(5) or the inhomogeneous field distribution in the vicinity
be operated on only two different RF phases (12). The off-of a wire driven by large current pulses (6), field gradients
resonance frequency employed in these previous studies usu-on the order of g Å 100 T/m and more have been achieved.
ally did not exceed about 5 kHz.However, the spatial resolution of gradient NMR methods

It is interesting to note that the relevant resonance offsetsis limited not only by the magnitude of the available gradient
that we have to deal with in the present experiments arestrength, but also by the evolution time t during which the
larger by up to two orders of magnitude. Therefore, we firsttransverse magnetization is subjected to this gradient. This
derive the conditions under which the four- and eight-pulserestriction is particularly severe in studies of solids, where
sequences are effective even under certain far-off-resonancethe nuclear dipole–dipole interactions cause a dephasing of
conditions. After giving some experimental details, we com-the transverse magnetization on the time scale of relatively
pare the theoretical expectations concerning the off-reso-short spin–spin relaxation times T2 on the order of 100 ms
nance dependence of the effective transverse relaxationor less.
times with experimental results obtained in homogeneousIt is possible to mitigate the rapid dephasing of transverse
magnetic fields for various Dv. Experiments in large gradi-magnetization by the application of multiple-pulse irradia-
ent fields are then presented in order to discuss the optimumtion. The most commonly used multiple-pulse sequences are
conditions for the performance of diffusion measurements.based on the four-pulse WAHUHA (7) or the eight-pulse

MREV (8) cycles. Although the MREV cycle is relatively We then conclude with a summary of our findings.
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166 CHANG ET AL.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS U(tc) Å UzUyUxUxUyUz [5]

The basic pulse sequences that we have used and analyzed which can be written as
under far-off-resonance conditions are the WAHUHA and
the MREV cycles depicted in Fig. 1. Between two pulses,

U(tc) Å UD(tc)Uoff (tc). [6]separated by the interval t0, the density operator evolves
under the action of the time-evolution operator

This latter representation has the advantage that the time-
evolution operators for the resonance offset and the dipolarUz :Å UCS,zUoff,zUD,z. [1]
interaction can be treated separately. In order to carry out
this factorization, one uses Eq. [5] in conjunction with Eq.

Here [1] and repeatedly inserts U01
off,aUoff,a with a Å x, y, z into

the right-hand side of the resulting equation. One then finds
Uoff,z Å exp{iDvIzt0}

Uoff (tc) Å Uoff,zUoff,yUoff,xUoff,xUoff,yUoff,z [7]
and

and
UCS,z Å exp{isIzt0} [2]

UD(tc) Å UD,zU
(z)
D,yU

(yz)
D,xU

(yz)
D,xU

(xxyz)
D,y U (yxxyz)

D,z [8]
describe the effects of the off-resonance Dv and of the
chemical-shift interactions s while

with, e.g., U (yz)
D,x Å Uoff,zUoff,yUD,xU

01
off,yU

01
off,z.

The separation of the time-evolution operators according
UD,z Å exp{0iHD,zzt0} [3] to Eq. [6] is essential, since U(tc) is periodic but in general

is not cyclic and thus cannot be evaluated in the framework
of average Hamiltonian theory. The transformed dipolar in-with the truncated Hamiltonian
teraction and the offset interaction can thus be treated inde-
pendently. The definition of an average dipolar Hamiltonian

HD,zz Å
1
2

∑
ixj

bij[3I (i)
z I ( j)

z 0 IrI] [4] associated with UD(tc) in Eq. [8] is then meaningful if the
cycle time is kept small (t0 ! T2). As for Uoff (tc), no short-
time expansion of Eq. [7] is possible for sufficiently large

accounts for the dipolar interactions. As usual, bij Å Dv. However, this also is not necessary, since the transfor-
0g2\P2(cos uij)/r

3
ij, with P2 denoting the second Legendre mation of the density matrix under the composite rotation

polynomial and uij the angle enclosed by the external mag- expressed by Eq. [7] can be carried out analytically in a
netic field and the vector connecting two nuclei i and j. For straightforward manner and yields
convenience, we will first set s Å 0 but return to the proper-
ties of the chemical-shift interaction at the end of this section. Ia(tc) Å U01

off(tc)Ia(0)Uoff (tc) Å ∑
bÅx,y,z

Aab(t0Dv)Ib. [9]
The propagator of Eq. [1] as seen from the toggling frame

reads, for one cycle period tc of, e.g., the WAHUHA experi-
ment (13), An inspection of the coefficients Aab(t0Dv) obtained for the

WAHUHA cycle shows that Uoff is cyclic, i.e., fulfills the
condition Ia(tc) Å Ia(0), for t0Dv Å np/2 and np with a Å
x and y, respectively. Here n is an integer number. An analo-
gous calculation for the MREV sequence showed that both Ix

and Iy remain invariant under the action of the off-resonance
operator for t0Dv Å np/2.

Cyclicity of Uoff is a necessary but not a sufficient prereq-
uisite for the off-resonance averaging to be as effective as
averaging under on-resonance conditions. In addition, one
must investigate how the dipolar interaction transforms un-
der far-off-resonance conditions. For t0 much smaller than
the spin–spin relaxation time T2 the dipolar time-evolutionFIG. 1. Schematic representation of the WAHUHA and MREV pulse

cycles. operator, Eq. [8], can be written as usual as
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167AVERAGING OF DIPOLAR INTERACTIONS

FIG. 2. Coefficients Bab for (a) the WAHUHA and (b) the MREV cycles. Note that while the line-narrowing condition is fulfilled at the nodes of
the Baa patterns, i.e., at np, the coefficients are only periodic with respect to 2np.

If it is assumed that the Ga(t) exhibit Gaussian shapes,1 thenUD(tc) Å exp{0iHDtc}. [10]
the second moment of G(t) to a very good approximation is
given by M2 Å (M2,x / M2,y)/2. The second moments dueHere the average Hamiltonian
to the action of HD are evaluated as usual via M2,a Å
Tr{[HD, Ia]

2}/Tr{I 2
a} with a Å x, y. A straightforward butHD Å ∑

ab

BabHD,ab [11]
tedious calculation shows that

resulting from Eq. [8] can be considered the first term in the M2,x Å M2(0)MH 2,x
Magnus expansion with, e.g., the operator HD,xy written as

MH 2,x Å (Bzz 0 Byy)
2 / B2

xy / B2
xz / 4B2

yz. [13]defined in Eq. [4], however with I (i)
z I (j)

z replaced by [I (i)
x I (j)

y

/ I (i)
y I (j)

x ]. Using Eqs. [8] and [10] the coefficients Bab in Eq.
[11] were evaluated for the WAHUHA and MREV se- M2,y reads similarly but with all indices x and y appearing
quences and are shown in Fig. 2. It is evident that the Bab in Eq. [13] interchanged. The prefactor is the rigid lattice
patterns for both sequences exhibit nodes, with the coeffi- value of the second moment (14),
cients being 1

3 for a Å b and 0 for a x b, at the frequencies
given by

M2(0) Å 3I(I / 1) ∑
N

ixj

b2
ij/N. [14]

t0Dv Å np. [12]

For both pulse sequences, the maximum second moment,
Here n denotes an integer number. Thus, for Dv chosen to

corresponding to a minimum relaxation time of the trans-
satisfy Eq. [12], the effective linewidth under multiple-pulse

verse magnetization T eff
2 , is given by Mmax

2 Å 5
18M2(0).

irradiation is (as for Dv Å 0) dominated by those parts of
In order to make explicit comparisons with experimentalthe dipolar interaction that do not commute with the operator

results it is convenient to introduce a full linewidth at half-defined in Eq. [11]. These contributions give rise to a residual
maximum d Å

√
2(ln2) M2 which readslinewidth dres or correspondingly to a maximum transverse

dephasing time Tmax
2 .

deff Å dres / d0

√
MH 2,x / MH 2,y [15]For the calculations of the effective spin–spin relaxation

times T eff
2 at other resonance offsets, it must be recognized

that the induction decays Gx(t) and Gy(t) as detected for large 1 The assumption of a Gaussian shape is not crucial since analogous
Dv strongly oscillate. Therefore, it is advisable to consider calculations with Lorentzian profiles yielded very similar results. The deter-

mination of the exact lineshapes is beyond the scope of this paper.the quantity G(t)Å
√
G2

x(t)/2 / G2
y(t)/2 in the further analysis.
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tive field points along (1, 1, 1) for the WAHUHA sequence
and along (1, 0, 1) for MREV. For increasing resonance
offsets, the effective-field axes continuously change as indi-
cated by the arrows. At t0DvÅ (p/2)(/n2p), Beff is oriented
along (0, 0, 1) for the WAHUHA cycle while for MREV
the effective field points into the 0z direction. For both
sequences, these effective fields are simply inverted when
the resonance offset has progressed by p further to t0Dv Å
(3p/2)(/n2p).

The scaling factor is then simply given by S Å√
(a C2

a. For the WAHUHA cycle, one has S Å
1
3

√
1 / cos2t0Dv / cos4t0Dv while, for the MREV se-

quence, one finds

SÅ 1
3

√
1/ cos2t0Dv/ cos4t0Dv0 cos10t0Dv. [17]

It is interesting to note that in the latter case, for Dvt0

slightly different from np, the scaling factor is up to 3%
larger than its conventional value of S0 Å

√
2/3 Å 0.471FIG. 3. Dots represent projections of the effective-field directions onto

found at Dvt0 Å np. For both cycles, the minimum scalingthe surface of a unit sphere. Adjacent dots correspond to a change of 27 in
the scaled resonance offsets t0Dv. The Beff axes change upon increasing factor is 1

3 at offset frequencies t0Dv Å p/2 / np.
the resonance offsets (from Dv Å 0 as indicated by the circles) along the
directions indicated by the arrows. Thereby they form a symmetric pattern

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILSon the anterior half of the sphere surface. Several thick lines are added to
part (a) in order to define and show several coordinate and effective-field

The NMR investigations were carried out in homebuiltaxes (x, y, z). Note that the x axis is normal to the plane of the paper and
that adjacent intersections of two great circles correspond to a change of spectrometers at a Larmor frequency of about 90 MHz. The
the polar (or the azimuthal) angle of 22.57. The polar angle of 457 associated 907 pulses were chosen to be 0.5–0.7 ms long. Since the flip
with the (1, 0, 1) direction is marked in (b). angles of the RF pulses are in general not well defined,

no measures were taken to achieve a particularly good RF
homogeneity. All experiments were carried out at 233 K.

when the residual linewidth dres is included. Note that various One set of experiments was performed in a homogeneous
numerical constants have been lumped into the coefficient d0. field under off-resonance conditions. The other set of experi-

In order to treat the chemical-shift interactions, we note ments was conducted in a previously described static-gradi-
that isochromats evolving with a frequency (Dv / s), e.g., ent magnet (5) operated at gradient strengths of up to 111.5
in a simple free-induction decay, will evolve with a reduced T/m. In addition to the pulse cycles sketched in Fig. 1, we
frequency Dveff / seff Å S(Dv / s) when detected strobo- have used a cycle suggested by Müller and Scheler (12).
scopically under irradiation with one of the multiple-pulse This cycle is similar to the MREV sequence but with the
sequences studied here. S is known as the chemical-shift following phases:/Y0Y0Y0Y0Y/Y/Y/Y. For our experi-
scaling factor since it describes how much chemical-shift ments we have used powders of dl-camphene obtained from
differences are apparently scaled down. To determine S, we Aldrich Co. at a nominal purity of 94%.
must find out how the chemical-shift Hamiltonian Hcs Å
0sIz (implicitly defined in Eq. [2]) transforms under large RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
resonance offsets to yield an effective Hamiltonian

Off-Resonance Experiments in Homogeneous Fields
H eff

CS Å 0s ∑
a

CaIa. [16]
For an understanding of the action of line-narrowing se-

quences in strong gradient fields, it is helpful to realize that
in such a case the sample can be thought to be subdividedThe coefficients Ca have a simple geometrical interpreta-

tion. They define the direction of the effective-field axes Beff. into thin slices of quasi-constant magnetic field. The varia-
tion of the Larmor frequency across the sample amounts toIn Fig. 3, various effective-field directions are represented

by their projections (shown as dots) onto the surface of a up to 1 MHz depending upon the experimental conditions
given. Hence, it may be useful to conduct multiple-pulseunit sphere. Adjacent dots correspond to incrementing the

offset frequency by (p/90t0). The circles in this plot indicate experiments in homogeneous fields using various resonance
offsets Dn up to this magnitude. In order to mimic thethat on resonance (or generally for t0Dv Å n2p) the effec-
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169AVERAGING OF DIPOLAR INTERACTIONS

FIG. 5. Apparent resonance offset Dneff vs the actual Dn for the MREV
sequence with t0 Å 8 ms. The scaling factor S0 Å

√
2/3 is represented by

the dashed line. The solid line shows S calculated according to Eq. [17].

The times at which the envelopes were decayed to half
FIG. 4. Stroboscopically detected magnetizations Gx and Gy as they their initial values were read off from the traces (as indicated

evolve under multiple-pulse irradiation. Here we have used the MREV by the arrows in Fig. 4). The results were plotted only for
sequence with t0 Å 10 ms for actual off-resonance frequencies (a) Dn Å positive resonance offsets Dn õ 500 kHz in Fig. 6, since780 Hz and (b) Dn Å 45.78 kHz. For (a) the experimental envelope G Å

the pattern turned out to be symmetrical with respect to Dn√
G2

x / G2
y (for clarity with offset) is also shown. The residual modulation

Å 0 (not shown). Figure 6a shows clearly that the MREVof G(t) is due to the imperfection of the quadrature detection since no phase
cycling was performed. Note that for (b), aliasing leads to a seemingly
smaller oscillation frequency of the signal. The dashed lines show the fit
with an exponential decay function, whose characteristic decay time T off

2 is
indicated by the arrows. The apparent off-resonance frequency Dneff deter-
mined from the oscillation is always smaller than Dn.

situation, the spectrometer adjustments (pulse lengths,
phases, etc.) obtained on resonance were used for all Dn in
the experiments described in this section.

The efficiency of multiple-pulse sequences is demon-
strated in Fig. 4 which shows the stroboscopically detected
transverse magnetization components Gx(t) and Gy(t) re-
corded under MREV irradiation for two different resonance
offsets. The magnetization decays were modulated with ap-
parent resonance offsets Dneff. In Fig. 5 these offsets are
plotted versus the actual Dn. For small Dn, a linear relation-
ship Dn Å SDneff with S0 Å

√
2/3 (dashed line) is obtained.

For large Dn, the trend seen in the experimental data is
sublinear, in qualitative agreement with the predictions of FIG. 6. Effective transverse dephasing times T eff

2 as a function of the
Eq. [17] (solid line). However, no quantitative agreement is actual off-resonance frequency Dn measured in a homogeneous magnetic

field. The labeling specifies the MREV and Müller–Scheler pulse sequencesachieved with this equation which was derived under several
and the cycle times of tc Å 120 and 144 ms that were used in the differentidealized conditions (d-pulse approximation, use of truncated
experiments. It is seen that a longer cycle time leads to an enhanced modula-Hamiltonians, etc.). For still larger resonance offsets, no
tion of the T2(Dn) pattern consistent with Dn Å n/(2t0). The solid lines in

unambiguous determination of Dneff is possible due to the (a) and (b) were calculated using Eq. [15] with 1/d0 Å 46 ms and 1/dres Å
fact that Ga(t) is detected stroboscopically. The envelope of 1.5 ms adjusted to match the minimum and maximum effective relaxation

times T eff
2 . Note that, while optimum line narrowing is achieved at frequen-the magnetization decay is conveniently obtained from

cies Dn Å n/(2t0) apart, the theoretical curves are periodic with frequency
√
G2

x(t) / G2
y(t) as shown in Fig. 4a. It is thus seen that the

Dn Å n/t0. In (c) the use of the Müller–Scheler sequence (12) is seen to
transverse magnetization dephases on time scales larger than be very ineffective for zero offset because the entire pattern is simply
1 ms, which should be compared with the conventionally ‘‘phase’’ shifted by (half) an oscillation period. The solid line in (c) is a

guide to the eye.measured spin–spin relaxation time T2 of about 70 ms.
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sequence is not only particularly effective on resonance but
also for Dn Å n/(2t0) up to very large n. The inverse propor-
tionality between Dn and t0 is also evident from Fig. 6b
where a shorter pulse spacing is seen to lead to a less rapid
modulation of the T2(Dn) pattern. A shift of this pattern
along the abscissa by 1/(2t0) can be achieved by using the
Müller–Scheler sequence, as demonstrated in Fig. 6c.

The modulation frequencies of these patterns and of those
from experiments using the WAHUHA sequence (not
shown) obtained for pulse spacings 6 ms £ t0 £ 12 ms all
were in good agreement with Eq. [12].

The solid lines in Figs. 6a and 6b were calculated from
T eff

2 Å 1/deff with deff given by Eq. [15]. Agreement with the
experimental data is good except at the largest Dn. These
deviations could be ascribed to the finite pulse lengths and
the nonideal flip angles which are most pronounced at large
Dn. These effects were not explicitly taken into account in
our calculations.

Experiments in Large Static-Field Gradients
FIG. 7. (a) Spectrum of the excitation profile measured using the Fourier

In order to demonstrate the performance of the line-nar- transform of the Hahn echo as sketched in the inset with no RF irradiation
during the shaded intervals. The evolution times t were set to 50 ms. Therowing sequences in static gradient fields, we have first con-
shape of the spectrum is approximately Gaussian with a width of about 1ducted a Hahn-echo experiment with three cycles of an
MHz. The finite width is due to the combined effect of the finite pulseMREV sequence with t0 Å 14 ms inserted in the dephasing
length (0.5 ms for a 907 pulse) and the limited bandwidth of our resonance

and the rephasing periods (cf. inset of Fig. 7). The spectrum circuit. (b) Spectrum measured with a Hahn echo employing MREV irradia-
obtained from the magnetization recorded after 2t is shown tion (with t0 Å 14 ms) during the shaded intervals. Here t was 504 ms and

contained three MREV cycles. It is seen that, for a number of frequenciesin Fig. 7b. Its envelope B(Dn) is bell-shaped as is the Fourier
satisfying the condition Dn Å n/2t0, the multiple-pulse irradiation leads totransform of a conventional Hahn echo, also shown in Fig.
a considerable enhancement of the spectral intensity. Note that the curves7a. The width of B(Dn) is due to the finite excitation widths
shown as (a) and (b) are not drawn to scale, but have been normalized to

of the RF pulses, in combination with the limited bandwidth the same height. (c) Enlarged presentation of the central portion of the
of our resonance circuit. More interesting is the fine structure spectrum shown in (b). The dashed line is calculated using I(Dn) Å

B(Dn)[sin(2pDn/nmod) / A]; see text.observed in the spectrum. At least at small offsets ÉDnÉ
õ 300 kHz, maxima appear with an average separation in
frequency of about nmod Å 1/(2t0) Å 36 kHz. This is clearly
seen in Fig. 7c, where we also plot the function I(Dn) Å for which Eq. [12] is fulfilled. Hence, the relevant scaling
B(Dn)[sin(2pDn/nmod) / A]. Here A is an empirical coeffi- factor will in general be only very slightly different from its
cient accounting for the difference in intensity between the low-offset value S0 and consequently the effective gradient
local maxima and minima of the spectrum. From Fig. 7c it to a very good approximation is given by geff Å S0g.
is clearly seen that every second minimum is considerably The maximum scaling factor of the eight-pulse sequence
lower than accounted for by the empirical function. The is smaller by a factor of about 1.2 than that of the four-pulse
existence of this low-frequency component in the spectrum cycle. Therefore, the latter should be slightly superior for
can be rationalized by noting that while the maximum line the determination of very small diffusion coefficients. The
narrowing is achieved for every Dv Å np/t0, the line-nar- larger robustness of the MREV cycle against various pulse
rowing effect of the MREV sequence is only periodic with imperfections (13) which are unavoidable in magnetic-field-
respect to 2p/t0. gradient experiments, however, is expected to outweigh this

In the following we will briefly discuss some implications potential advantage.
for the study of solid-state diffusion using large magnetic-
field gradients g in modified stimulated-echo experiments CONCLUSIONS
(9). First of all it should be noted that the difference in
dephasing and rephasing frequencies of tagged nuclei are In order to document the action of line-narrowing se-

quences in large static-magnetic-field gradients which werereduced by the scaling factor S. Although this coefficient
depends quite strongly on Dn, only those slices within the previously used in NMR diffusion studies, we have investi-

gated the far-off-resonance performance of the WAHUHAsample will contribute significantly to the stimulated echo
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and MREV multiple-pulse cycles. By increasing the reso- a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio and facilitates diffusion
studies to be carried out in an acceptable measuring time.nance offsets beyond about 15 kHz, in accord with previous

studies, we find that the line-narrowing efficiency of multi-
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